POWERHOUSE PARRAMATTA
GUIDE TO THE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT

ARCHAEOLOGY AND
HERITAGE
Powerhouse Parramatta Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) is now on
public exhibition. The EIS assesses the
expected environmental impacts of
the project and proposed mitigation
measures. This fact sheet explores
archaeology and heritage associated
with the project site.

OVERVIEW
As part of the Environmental Impact Statement,
Infrastructure NSW commissioned three independent
and separate reports to assess the European and
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage within the site of
Powerhouse Parramatta and the surrounding areas.
The Statement of Heritage Impact assesses the
potential impacts that constructing and operating
Powerhouse Parramatta may have on the significance
of heritage items, archaeology and any conservation
areas located on the site and the surrounding area.
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report
outlines the process of investigating, consulting and
assessing Aboriginal cultural heritage and Aboriginal
archaeology within the site. It provides a number of
recommendations to manage Aboriginal cultural
heritage throughout project planning.
The Archaeological Research Design report has been
prepared to guide site investigations to determine the
nature and extent of any archaeological remains.
Several items of heritage and archaeological significance
were identified on the site and in the surrounding area.
It should be noted that the site is not located on
or in the vicinity of any heritage conservation areas,
any heritage landscape, or any site subject to an
Interim Heritage Order.

Powerhouse Museum Smoking Ceremony 2019
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KEY FINDINGS
The below sections outlines the environment impacts to
archaeology and heritage and the measures the project
team will take to mitigate these.

ABORIGINAL
ARCHAEOLOGY
The local Aboriginal community of Parramatta
confirmed that the Parramatta River is of high cultural
and spiritual significance.
The areas of the site with street level parking areas
have significant archaeological potential, as concrete
and asphalt surfaces may have protected these items.
Due to the excavation to build the existing riverside
carpark as well as flooding, scouring and land
reclamation activities along the river, there is little
potential for archaeological significant items in the
riverfront area.

Two strategies have been recommended to mitigate
the potential impact of the project to Aboriginal
archaeological and cultural heritage.
 Further archaeological investigation to understand
the nature and extent of any subsurface items
 Preserving the culture, history and stories within
Powerhouse Parramatta for generations to come
through Aboriginal Heritage Interpretation. This
will celebrate the history and cultural heritage of
the local Dharug people and wider local Aboriginal
communities of Greater Sydney and NSW.

There is the potential for the project to impact possible
archaeological deposits and relics during construction,
so further investigation is required to understand the
nature and extent of any archaeological remains.
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KEY FINDINGS
The below sections outlines the environment impacts to
archaeology and heritage and the measures the project
team will take to mitigate these.

EUROPEAN-SETTLEMENT
HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Several items of heritage and archaeological
significance on the site and in the surrounding area
have been identified:
 Willow Grove, a two-storey villa of Victorian
Italianate style built in the 1870s, recognised
as significant at a local level for aesthetic and
representative reasons with mature trees
surrounding the building.
 The St George’s Terrace, seven two-storey terrace
houses from 1881, recognised as significant
at a local level for historical and aesthetic reasons
and are the only remaining two-storey terrace group
in Parramatta. They are highly modified having
undergone substantial alterations and additions.
 Three areas known as Archaeological Management
Units are located on the site and hold historic
heritage significance to the development of
Parramatta, dating back to convict and colonial
periods, which have the potential to contain relics
and artifacts from early settlement.
 Lennox Bridge is located within close vicinity of the
site and is an item of State Heritage significance.
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Powerhouse Parramatta will require the demolition
of two local heritage items, Willow Grove and St
George’s Terrace, as well as the partial excavation
of the site that has the potential to impact or
uncover archaeological items.
Heritage
The EIS confirms that demolishing Willow Grove
and St George’s Terrace has a major impact to the
individual significance of these as local heritage
items. The cultural impact of the demolition of the
Willow Grove and St George’s Terrace local heritage
items will be mitigated through the implementation
of heritage interpretation measures, and on balance
is outweighed by the significant positive cultural
impacts associated with the delivery of a worldleading cultural institution that will make its own
unique and important contribution to the cultural
heritage of Parramatta, particularly through a major
focus on highlighting First Nations culture, art,
science and technology. Overall the EIS identifies that
the cumulative impact of heritage loss is minimal.

Archaeology
Three areas known as Archaeological Management
Units have been identified on the Powerhouse
Parramatta site as having potential local and state
significant archaeology. The areas are located near
Willow Grove, St George’s Terrace and the river
foreshore near Lennox Bridge.
They have the potential to contribute knowledge of
establishing and developing Australia’s second colony
settlement, and provide evidence relating to the
nineteenth century occupation in the area.
Overall, the assessment confirms that the site has a
moderate to high potential to contain archaeological
evidence associated with phases of previous
occupation on the site, some from the early township.
The south eastern corner of the site near Phillip
Street and Wilde Avenue may contain items from the
town’s early development, and any substantial items
that are found are likely to be of state significance.
Impact to possible archaeological deposits and relics
will be managed during construction, and is detailed
on the next page.
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MANAGING HERITAGE
THROUGH CONSTRUCTION

POWERHOUSE PARRAMATTA
AND HERITAGE INTERPRETATION

Powerhouse Parramatta has been designed to minimise
excavation and potential impacts on archaeology where
possible.

Powerhouse Parramatta is uniquely placed to undertake
programmatic interpretation and engage audiences
with local histories, which will recognise the significant
and changing relationships between people and place
within the urban and cultural landscapes.

A framework will be prepared for construction, to
manage supervised and unexpected archaeology finds
on the site. This will ensure no adverse impacts occur
to any significant items if present.
During construction, the contractor will salvage
significant items found to be re-used and interpreted
as part of Powerhouse Parramatta. This may include:
 Significant items from Willow Grove that are graded
as having exceptional, high and moderate significance.
 Significant brick work from St George’s Terrace,
including the brickwork inscription St. George’s Terrace
1881 on the facade.
 Significant items from inside St George’s Terrace.
 Significant items from the three potential archaeological
sites which may have heritage significance.
Appropriate construction management will ensure there
is no physical impact to the nearby Lennox Bridge.

It will also more broadly address the multiple histories
of the site pre and post-settlement history.
The assessment recommends that a detailed Heritage
Interpretation Plan for the site be developed. This Plan
will be prepared with consideration of the City of
Parramatta draft Heritage Interpretation Guidelines 2017
and may include the following strategies:
 Engagement of a Powerhouse Parramatta historianin-residence as part of the Powerhouse research
library and archive. The historian would work directly
with local stakeholders and commission two major
documentary works, via video, film or immersive
technology which would recognise these heritage
items and become part of the Powerhouse Collection
including a period of immediate display
 Undertaking an ongoing interpretation program as part
of the Powerlab.
 Developing an ongoing visual and oral history archive of
the site to connect the community with Aboriginal and
Post-Contact histories, and link with broader heritage
interpretation across Parramatta.
 Developing and presenting Museum exhibition
programs that tell and interpret Pre and Post Contact
histories within a broader national historical narrative.
 Acquiring significant fabric from demolished heritage
items into the Powerhouse Collection, for future
research, interpretation and display.
Heritage interpretation will continue during the operation
of Powerhouse Parramatta through the ongoing
commissioning of new works, cultural programs and
community consultation.
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